questions and answers from the assessor resource webinar:
a guide to inheritance, 1/22/2021
Jeff Prang, assessor

General
1. Does Proposition 19 apply to property owned by legal entities (corporations,
limited liability companies, limited partnerships, etc.)?
The Proposition 19 parent-child/grandparent-grandchild transfer exclusion and base year value
transfer provisions apply to transfers by individuals, including those holding property through the
medium of a trust. They do not, however, apply to property held by legal entities.

Parent-Child Transfers and Grandparent-Grandchild Transfers
1. Will the Assessor’s Office consider the execution date of a deed for the purpose of
determining whether or not the Proposition 58 or Proposition 19 apply?
The Assessor will accept the notarized execution date of a deed, effecting a parent-child transfer, for the
purpose of determining whether the provisions of Proposition 58 or Proposition 19 apply.
2. How long do parents have to live in the home before they pass away for the child to
be eligible for the Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion?
The language of Proposition 19 does not require a parent-transferor to live in the principal residence
for a minimum duration before it is transferred to their child, for the transfer to be eligible for the
Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion.
3. Following the transfer of a principal residence from a parent to a child, how long is
the child required to live in the property, to retain the Proposition 19 parent-child
transfer exclusion?
Under Proposition 19, a child-transferee must claim the homeowners’ exemption for the transferred
property, to be eligible for the parent-child transfer exclusion. The language of Proposition 19 does not
specify how long the child-transferee must occupy the transferred property as their principal residence.
The Assessor is awaiting clarification from the Legislature.
4. When a parent, who held their property in a revocable living trust, passes away will
a change in ownership reassessment occur?
The owner of property held in a revocable trust is the trustor. Upon the death of the trustor, the trust
becomes irrevocable and the beneficial ownership of property held under the trust transfers from the
trustor to the named beneficiaries. The transfer of property held under the trust at the time of the
trustor’s death is a change in ownership and the property is subject to reassessment, absent an
applicable exclusion. A date of death transfer occurring before February 16, 2021, will be subject to the
Proposition 58 parent-child transfer exclusion provisions. A date of death transfer occurring on or after
February 16, 2021 will be subject to the Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion provisions.
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Please note that the death of a real property owner of property held in trust is required to be reported
to the Assessor’s Office within 150 days of the date of death. Additional information regarding the
reporting of the death of a real property owner can be found at the Assessor’s website:
assessor.lacounty.gov/death-of-real-property-owner/.
5. If, when a parent passes away, their principal residence transfers to their three
children pursuant to the terms of the parent’s trust, does title to the property have
to be transferred to the child that moves in and claims the homeownerS’ exemption,
for the Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion to apply?
Upon the death of the trustor of a revocable trust, the trust becomes irrevocable and the beneficial
ownership of property held by the trust transfers to the beneficiaries named in the trust, in the manner
provided for in the trust. If the date of death transfer occurs on or after February 16, 2021, the transfer
of the decedent’s principal residence will be subject to the Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion
provisions. Title to the principal residence does not need to be transferred to only the child that claims
the property as their principal residence, for the transfer to be eligible for the exclusion. The Assessor is
awaiting clarification from the Legislature.
6. If a principal residence transfers from parent to child, through the medium of a
trust, is the trustee required to file a homeowners’ exemption for the property, for
the property to be eligible for the Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion?
Upon the death of the trustor of a revocable trust, the trust becomes irrevocable and the beneficial
ownership of property held by the trust transfers to the beneficiaries named in the trust, in the manner
provided for in the trust. If the date of death transfer occurs on or after February 16, 2021, the transfer of
the decedent’s principal residence will be subject to the Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion
provisions. One of the beneficiaries - to whom the property has been transferred as of the trustor’s date
of death - must claim the homeowners’ exemption in connection with the property within one year of the
transfer. The trustee of the trust need not claim a homeowners’ exemption in connection with the property.
7. How soon after the death of a transferor does title have to be transferred into the
name of the transferee?
For assessment purposes, there is no specific period of time within which title to property must be
changed after the property owner passes away; however, the Assessor’s Office must be notified upon the
death of an owner within 150 days of the date of death, or if the estate is probated at the time the inventory
and appraisal is filed. Additional information regarding the reporting of the death of a real property owner
can be found at the Assessor’s website: assessor.lacounty.gov/death-of-real-property-owner/.
8. How does Proposition 19 apply to a principal residence held by parents and children,
as joint tenants?
If parents and children acquire property as joint tenants, a change in ownership will occur as to
the interest transferred upon the termination or transfer of any of the joint tenant’s interest. If such
transfer occurs between parents and children before February 16, 2021, the transferee may claim a
Proposition 58 parent-child transfer exclusion. If the transfer occurs between parents and children on
or after February 16, 2021, the children may claim a Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion.
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Alternatively, if parents add their child on title as joint tenants, the property will not be reassessed.
However, upon the death of the surviving parent, the property will undergo a 100% change in ownership
and be subject to reassessment. If the surviving parent’s death occurs before February 16, 2021, the children
may claim a Proposition 58 parent-child transfer exclusion. If the surviving parent’s death occurs on or after
February 16, 2021, the children may claim a Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion.
9. When property is co-owned and a partial interest is transferred from parents to
children, how does the Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion apply?
The language of Proposition 19 does not specify. The Assessor is awaiting clarification from the Legislature.

Base Year Value Transfers
1. If the sale of the original property and the purchase of the replacement property
both occur before April 1, 2021, will the base year value transfer provisions under
Proposition 19 apply?
No. If both the sale of the original property and the purchase of the replacement property occurred
before April 1, 2021, the base year value transfer provisions under Proposition 60/90 apply.
2. If the sale of the original property occurs before April 1, 2021 and the purchase of
the replacement property occurs afterward, will the base year value transfer
provisions under Proposition 19 apply?
If an original property is sold before April 1, 2021, and a replacement property is purchased afterward,
the transfer of the original property’s base year value to the replacement property is subject to the
Proposition 19 base year value transfer provisions.
3. Are the sale of the original property and purchase of the replacement property
required to occur in a particular order, for the base year value transfer provisions
under Proposition 19 to apply?
Under Proposition 19, either the sale of the original property or purchase of the replacement property
may occur first.
4. When does a base year value transfer under Proposition 19 become effective – the
date a claim is filed, the date the original property is sold, the date the replacement
property is purchased, etc.?
The language of Proposition 19 does not specify. The Assessor is awaiting clarification from the Legislature.
5. Under Proposition 19, how is disability defined?
The language of Proposition 19 does not specify; however, Revenue and Taxation Code section 74.3(b)
defines a “severely and permanently disabled person” as “any person who has a physical disability or
impairment, whether from birth or by reason of accident or disease, that results in a functional limitation
as to employment or substantially limits one or more major life activities of that person, and that has been
diagnosed as permanently affecting the person’s ability to function, including, but not limited to, any
disability or impairment that affects sight, speech, hearing, or the use of any limbs.”
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Specific
1. How does Proposition 19 apply to properties subject to the Mills Act?
Under Proposition 19, a transfer of property subject to the Mills Act may be eligible for a
parent-child/grandparent-grandchild exclusion. Additionally, under Proposition 19, a base year
value may be transferred to or from a property subject to the Mills Act.
2. Will the Board of Equalization’s guidance regarding share-and-share-alike
allocations and distributions continue to apply for purposes of reviewing
Proposition 19 parent-child/grandparent-grandchild transfer exclusion claims?
The Board of Equalization has not issued information to suggest that its guidance regarding
share-and-share-alike (non pro rata) allocations and distributions is no longer valid or otherwise
in effect, under Proposition 19. Evidence of a trustee’s ability and exercise of their ability to make
non-pro rata allocations and distributions of an estate will continue to be required when such
allocation and/or distribution is asserted.

Fact-Specific Illustrations
Illustration 1
1. A mother and father transfer a piece of commercial property to their revocable
living trust. The father passes away and pursuant to the terms of the trust, the
property is transferred to an irrevocable subtrust for wife’s sole benefit during
her life. When wife passes away, property held under the subtrust will pass to the
mother and father’s children. Upon husband’s death there is no change in ownership
because of the interspousal exclusion.
If the mother passes away before February 16, 2021, will the parent-child transfer
exclusion provisions under Proposition 58 or Proposition 19 apply?
If the wife’s death were to occur before February 16, 2021, the date of death transfer would be subject to
the Proposition 58 parent-child transfer exclusion provisions. The Proposition 58 non-principal residence
exclusion allowance that may be used would be the father’s, as he was the creator of the remainder
interest that vested in the children when the mother’s life estate in the subject property terminated at
the time of her death.
2. If mother passes away on or after February 16, 2021, will the parent-child transfer
exclusion provisions under Proposition 58 or Proposition 19 apply?
If the mother’s death were to occur on or after February 16, 2021, the date of death transfer would be
subject to the Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion provisions. Under Proposition 19, no
parent-child transfer exclusion would be available, as the commercial property was not the mother
and father’s principal residence.
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Illustration 2
1. A father and son own a property, in which the son resides, but the father does not.
Upon the father’s death, the father’s interest in the property transfers to the son.
Is the transfer from father to son eligible for the parent-child transfer exclusion
under either Proposition 58 or Proposition 19?
If the father passes away before February 16, 2021, the transfer of the father’s interest in the property
may be eligible for the Proposition 58 non-principal residence exclusion. If the father passes away on or
after February 16, 2021, the transfer of the father’s interest in the property will not be eligible for the
Proposition 19 parent-child transfer exclusion, as the property was not the father’s principal residence.
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